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ABSTRACT
The discussion outlines a number of complex problems

in both measuring counterarguing and establishing its causal role in
the persuasion process. The authors emphasize that given these
limitations, data from reasures cannot at this point clearly
establish the validity of theoretical positions that emphasize
counterarguing as an intervening conceot. When responses on the
measure correspond to various other elements in the nomological net
in a prediction fashion, however, there will be more confidence in
the theory and in the measure than if the predicted relationship
fails to occur. The authors further found that the utility of
counterargument measures inheres not so much in settings where the
predicted outcome is obtained but rather in the opposite. The authors
conclude that although measuring counterarguing presents comolex
problems that resist solution, research should continue. Attitude
change theorists should note the fallibility of such measures and
remain cautious when using data from them to substantiate a
theoretical position. cm
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A well-known hypothesis in the attitude change literature is that
people often resist persuasion by engaging in a silent dialogue or argument
with the source of the message. Festinger and Maccoby's (1964) description
of the cognitive behavior of a person who, strongly committed to an opinion,
listens to a vigorous and persuasive message that attacks that opinion,
presents one conceptualization of the counterarguing process and, in addition,
implies that people commonly use it to maintain their present beliefs.

Certainly such a listener is not passive. He does not sit there
listening and absorbing what is said without any counteraction on
his part. Indeed it is most likely that under such circumstances

. he is very actively, inside his own mind, counterarguing,
derogating the points the communicator makes and derogating the
communicator himself, In other words, we can imagine that there
is really a dialogue going on, one side being vocal and the other
subvocal . if one could somehow prevent the listener from
arguing back . . it seems reasonable to expect that the persuasive
message would then have more of an impact. The listener, not able
to counterargue, would be more influenced (1964, p. 360).

The hypothesis that silent counterarguing can facilitate one's ability
to resist influence can be traced to the classic researeh conducted by
Hovland and his associates en the relative effectiveness of one- vs0 two-
sided communications. In the first of these studies, Hovland, Lumsdaine, and
Sheffield (7.949) suggested that a one-sided connterattitudinal communication
(containing only arguments that supported the advocated position) might be
less effective than a two-sided countersittitudinal message, because those
hearing the former would be "stimulated . to rehearse their own position
and seek cow ways of supporting it (p. 203)." While the results of this
study were consistent with this hypothesis, they were also open to other
interpretations, Nevertheless, counterargumentatioc remained au important
concept in attitude change researdh. For example, consider McGuire's now
classical research on increasing resistance to persuasion via "belief
bolstering." In a series of etudies McGuire (1964) demonstrated that pre-
communication presentatima and, easily refuted arguments attacking a
cultural truism (inoculation) rendered subjects less susceptible to a

rJ subsequent influence attempt also attacking that truism. McGuirella Tortmary
oo explanation for the increased resistsnce of inozulateUsubjects was that

the inoculation treatment both increased subjects' motivation to counter-

CD argue (by alerting them that their beliefs were not above atta4k) and

CD increased their ability to create adequate counterargaments.
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In addition to explaining iaoculation effects, counterarguing plays an
essential explanatory role in two other related attitude change literaturas--
distraction and forewarning. There are now at least twenty social psychological
studies of distraction (cf. Baron & Miller, 1970) and some two years ago
Papageorgis (1968) reviewed approximately twenty-five studies on forewarning.

The Need for a Measure of Counterarguine

From the standpoint of the heavy explanatory burden placed upon counter-
argumentation, it is striking that so little emphasis has been geared toward
measurement of counterarguments. Measurement is desirable for two reasons.
First, despite the fact that theorists extensive/7 use counterarguing as an
intervening explanatory variable, it is by no means clear that the counter-
argument process is either a typical or effective means of resisting influence.
That is, most of the data interpreted in terms of differential ability and/or
motivation to counterargue are open to other equally plausible alternative
explanations. For example, Tannenbaum (1967) reinterprets the bulk of
McGuire's inoculation research in terms of congruity theory. Given the fact
that this reinterpretation does not invoke counterargumentation, it is
interesting to note that while McGuire conducted 11 studies investigating
inoculation, in only one does he report any direct support for the nction
that the different inoculation procedures do indeed produce differences in
countararguing (ftGuire, 1962), and even in this instance the standard level
of statistimal significance was not obtained. Similarly, Festinger and
Maceoby's (1964) finding that distraction enhances persuasion is not solely
explicable in terms of their own interpretation--that distraction interferes
with counterarguing. Indeed there are a variety of explanations which pose
reasonable alternatives to this "interference" hypothesis and none of these
postulate or require any counterarguing process (Baron &Miller, 1970;
Osterhouse & Brock, 1970)0 Lastly, there is no data in the forewarning
literature which demonstrates that differential counterargr2ng properly
explains the forewarning effect.

The literature dealing with inoculation, distraction, and forewarning
may well exaggerate the extent of men's rationality. By invoking the counter-
argument construct it tends to assume that a rational consideration of the
pros and cons relevant to an issue generally determines the degree of attitude
change that results from a perseasive attempt. In part, this bias toward a
rational view of man may stem from using college students as subjects and
conducting research in the mniversity setting. Consistency, logic, and the
suppression of emotional reaction, are probably particularly salient to tbe
college student when he is being scrutinized by academicians in an accademic
setting. Indeed, the discovery of various response sets (Bentler, Jackson, ag
Messick, fn press; Couch &Keniston, 1960), while not speaking on the extent
to which man is not:cream:pal, nevertheless provide documentation for an
opposite emphasis.

In short, the counterargument process my simply amount to a theoretical
fiction. Since there is little, if any, ftma evidemc#74 that the process
directly effects persuasion, other interpretations may well account for the
data that it bas been invoked to explain. Quite obviously a compelling
resolution of these questions requires adequate measures of ccanterarguing.
Inferences of differential counterarguing made from differential attitude
change cannot stand a." support for counterargument explanations of persuasion
processes.
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A second argument for a direct measure of counterarguing is that if one
can indeed demonstrate that counterarguing increases resistance to persuasion
(or if one simply grants this assumption) it would be important to discover
what variables affect its production (see Brock, 1967, p. 298, for a similar
argument). FuLater, it would be important to ascertain at what point(s) in
the persuasion process L. occurs: whether in anticipation of the message,
during its presentation, after the message ends, or at all of these points.
Clearly, resolving questions such as these require a valid sensitive measure
of counterarguing. In brief, given the present state of knowledge, a variety
of issues could be clarified if counterarguing were successfully measured in
studies of attitude change.

The reason for this laCk of direct data is easy to understand. Quite
simply, many complex and subtle problems arise when attempting to devise an
adequate measure and heretofore these problems discouraged investigators from
reporting countrargument data with any confidence. This paper focuses on
the methodological problems of devising an adequato measure of ceunterargument.
It wilt analyze the questionable aspects of the measurement techniques used
thus far (e.g., McGuire, 1962; Brock, 1967; Baron &Miller, 1969; Miller &
Baron, 1969; Janis &Terwilliger, 1962; Osterhouse & Brock, 1970) and will
suggest some solutions along with suggestions for future research.

Inadeauacies of Typical Measures of Counterarguing.

Definition,. The majority of studies that attempt to measure counter-,
arguing simply ask sdbjects to list or write down specific counterarguments
or general thoughts that occurred to them during (or in soma instances, prior
to) the presentation of the persuasive appeal (Brock, 1967; Baron &MIller,
1969; Miller & Baron, 1969; Osterhouse & Brock, 1970). These free responses
are then coded or scored in some manner. This type of measurement technique
requires a clear definition of what is and whit is not a cnunterargument.
Brock (1967) was the first to develop an explicit definition. He originall7
defined counterarguments as declarative statements directed against the
advocated position that contain "a specific unfavorable or undesirable
consequence that was not simply a restatement or paraphrase of the advocated
position." Simple statements of opposition, affective reactions (e.g., "It
makes me mad."), irrelevancies, and statements agreeing with the advocated
position were not counted as counterarguments.

Brock's original definition was an important step in formally delineating
what is and what is not a ceunterargumeat. This particular definition,
however, had certain inadequacies. Defining counterarguments as statements
containing "a specific unfavorable or undesirable consequence" of the
advocated position, specifically excluded such seemingly valid counterarguments
as statements mentioningcmdAsiene, misstatements of fact, or logical errors
In the communication. Otterhouse and Brea (1970) corrected for this by
expanding Brodk's earlier definition to also include statements which either
suggested alternatives to the advocated position or "Challenged the accuracy
or validity of the communication (p. 350)0"

Thus, Osterhouse and Arock's (1970) expanded definition would seem to
(1) explicitly include statements that attadk the creability of the sieesage,
and (2) allow for connterarguments that do not mention undesirable consequences
of the advocated position. However, even this 4xpanded definition may, Le too

3
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narrow. The definition still excludes statements that solely support the
position rejected by the communizator (although scoring alternatives to the
advocated position as counterargements comes close to this). Setondly, his
requirement that a counterargument be a declarative sentence rules ,14dr
rhetorical questions. These restrictions seem inappropriate. Such statements
certainly constitute the type of %;ounterargument described by Festiager and
Maccoby (1964) and by Freedman and Sears (1965). In many Instances some
statements of the type listed above would constitute the most powerful
refutation of a persuasive appeal. We therefore urge an expansion of Brockes
definition to include such statements.

A thornier definitional problem, net specific to only Brtzk's definition,
concerns the categorization of ratemcars that pertain to the source of the
message. Festinger and Macceby strorp-sly imp4 that such comments constitute
one of the types of active defenses chat go on during a persuasive appeal.
"It is most likely that , whi/e he (tha subject) is listening to the per-
suasive communication, be is very actively . counterarguing, derogating dle
points the communicator makes and derogatput communicator himself (cur
iralics, 1964, p. 360)."

While this implies treating statements derogating the source as counter-
arguments, others contend that source darogation and content-related counter-
arguments constitute alternative modes of resisting influence (e.g., Freedman
& Soars, 1965). Indeed, Festinger and Maccoby, at a later point in the paper
quoted above, seem to note this conceptual distinction. "It may be that in a
distraction condition, not being able to effectively counterargue, subjects
ars influenced . unless they are able to derogate and reject the speaker
(p. 365)0" The fact that expressions of sonrce derogation may be the result
of successful content-oriented counterargmment couplicates this ambiguity.
For example, while a subject's statement that "the speaker doesn't know what
he is talking about" would certainly be classed as scum, derogation, the
statement also may express in shorthand that tbm subject noted a author of
content-related faults in the communication. However, given the possible
conceptual distinction, tbe only sensible approadh is to construct separate
categories for both source- and content-oriented comments and observe the
separate effects of distraction on each category as well as on the combination.

naliditx. Another criticism of the typical measure of counterargoing
concerns validity. The basic prOblem is the degree of correspondence between
the responses elicited by the measure and the process one really wishes to
measure. The essence of this prOblimm is that to demonstrate that subjects
can produce counterargmments when asked by the esperimenter^to do co in no
may establishes that they spontaneously engage in smch activity when not asked.
That is, given the reactive natare of typical coanterargmment oeasures (a
direct request to list the coonterargpsuints or ideas one bad at en earlier
point in time), it is quits possible that the measurement attempt itself and
not the earlier anticipation of or actual exposure to a persuasive communica-
tion instigates counterarguing.

Brodk (1967; Osterhouse & Brodk, 1970) Showed sensitivity to this
problem and attempted to circumvent it by, not specifically asking subjects
to list counterargumentem se but instead, requiring them to simply list
their thoughts concerning the forthcoming persuasive message. Be argues that
such instructions should not elicit counterarguing more than any other thought
process and in support of his contention -.lost of the thoughts expressed (in
the 1967 study) were not counterarguments. Tot he does recognim that "it

4
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rannot be claimAd 4:nat counterarguments occurred spontaneously (1967, p. 305)."
Ance subjects wcra asked to record their thoughts cod since the study
osttasibly concthrl$ad thought procesmas, subjects may :Inv* been encouraged to
pmduce thoughts to an extent to which they would 'van. ordinarily occur. Thus,
while BTock may not have specifically encouraged couuterargument production
as opposed to other types of comments, it is possible that th,lse countev-
arguments producei by his subjects represented cognitive activity that does
eel typical/7 occur in a communication setting. This problem Ls even more
apparent when subjects are specifically spliced to list "ideas, facts, or
examples you would use to support your cr.,1; postcIon & Baron, 1969)."
In short, it is possible that in the absence of r. request by the experimenter,
no counterarguments whatsoever would have occurred to subjects in either
study, Of course, in ear discussion above, reactivity Reza, is not the
sole problem. This main effect of more counterarguments, though potentially
theoretically misleading, would not by itself lead to erroneous conclusions
about tba effects of the experimental treatments. Rather, it is the likelihood
of an Interaction between the reactivity of the counterargument =assure and
the experimental treatments that concern us. In a later section we will
discuss in greater detail the way in which such an interaction might arise.

The problem of validity is a general one, but it can be dealt with in
terms of two slightly different situations: (g) the specific experimental
circumstances in which counterarguing might occur, and (h) the more general,
natural, everyday, or real-life characteristics of persuasion situations.
Most theoretical treatments that interject counterarguing into tbe explanatory
process rittribute any differential effects to counterargning that goes ou
sither during or before the presentation of the persuasive massage (Festinger
6: Macczby, 1964; Freedman &Sears, 1965; )icGuire, 1964), Hare, the question
of validity focuses on the extent to whidh the counterargurzents generated on
the measure correspond to those thought of either immediately prior to or
during the presentation of the communication. Note that in these experimental
situations, only counterarguments readily available or amessible to subjects
should aid thea in resistiog persuasion. In such settings, a subject
attending to an ongoing -message (or about 03 hear one) rarely has a great deal
of time in which to prepare or muster coata,warguments. If so, then tbe
construct or proccIss requiring assessment s the ability of subject* to
produce cow:Lacerate:nuts garaKz. That is, in terms of the theoretical use
to Which counterarguing is pat, the focus shoald be the amount of counter-
arguments readily available to subjects at the time they are hearing or pre-
paring to bear a persuasive neasure.

A straightforward means of elicitiug primarily readily availaiple ccunter-
arguments is to severely limit the amount of time subjscts have available to
respond. If subjects must respond within (say) 45 seconds,1 one can bo
fairly certain that whatever eounterarguments they produce in response to a
request to "list all cuunterarguments you can think of" represent those
readily accessible to them. Unfcmtueately, few mesas** of counterarguing
incorporate sudh time restrictions. For example, Break (1967) allowed
subjects 10 :dilutes in whidh to respond to his measure; Miller and Bar= (1969).
Janis and Terwilliger (1962), and McGuire (1962) imposed no time limits
soever on their subjects. Clearly measures such as these do not seem to
provide valid assessment of readily available counterarguments. We have no
confidence that they assess subjects' ability to produce counterarguments
quickly, nor is there reason to expect close correspondence betweva the zesponses
elicited by tha naasure and those that arose at the earlier critical point.
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Imposing a strict time limit seems to hold promise for insuring corres-
pondence. Certainly, if subjects Actually engage in counterarguing prior to
a reactive request to list counterarguments, those they actually did produce
should remain relatively fresh in their =Lode and therefore capable of being
expressed with a short latency, Unfortunately, while the above reasoning is
sound, utilizing s short response period does got eliminate the possibility
that subjects respan4 to the measyre by producing counterarguments that ars
readily available te them but par spontaneously used or thought of during or
before the message. Despite this ambiguity, however, we would still argue
that imposing a revere time restriction coostitutes a partial means of
excluding invalid comments. Specifically a severe time limit would exclude
all non-available or inaccessible comments that, although invalid, would
otherwise be reflected in the measure. A similar point is made by Osterhoese
and Brock (1970) to explain their use of a liminuts time limit, That is, if
a counterargument spontaneously occurs to n subject before or during
the message, that subject should subsequently be capabla of expressing it
quickly. If, on the other hand, no counterarguments occur spontaneously to
the subject during or before the message and he is then given only a brief
period to produce counterarguments, at most his response will only include
those obv1oue few that currently are readily available to him. Thus, the
danger (referred to above) of using a loog response period is that it increases
the possibility that responses will include invalid comments.

Natural or "real life" perseasioa situations differ from the experimental
settings in that the entire persuasion process temporally extends further on
both sides of the point at which noe actually hears the persuasive materials.
That is, the temporal onset of the emperisental conditions and the temporal
positioning of the respouse measures nbvioesly do not artifically delimit the
persuasion procees in real life. There, one typically has ample time to
either anticipate or dwell ape-a the tecks CT pesitions President Nixon will
take if one decides two weeks in advance to listee to his press conference on
TV. Likewise, later one can typically mull over what one beard (or can recall)
and in mess leisure coustruct counterargements against the speaker's position,

Of course, experimental procedures could ba altered to correspond more
closely to the temporal realities of real life. A logical extension of oar
preceding argument, then, is that if ewe wishes to generalize to a setting in
which subjects ordinarily have a good deal of time to counterargue, as in
Brock (1967), the appropriate procedure is to give the swbject an analogous
amount of time in the setting and then require him to produce his coucter-
arguments in a short period of time. This meld not guarantee that tho
respooses would correspond to those counterargmments srontaneously generated
prior to the request to do so, but it weeld restrict noospontaneous =spacess
to obvious and readily available ones and thereby would improve tbe validity
of the measure.

Causal, Its latkult MISER Mandl anfall1.4. çntsrarui
The theoretic:A treatments of attitede change that invoke countsrargeing

as an explanatory mechanism ell specify a letegle causal chain--that the amount
of corlterarguing deteTuines or controls attitude change. The existence of
Zhis p.articular causal sequence cannot be verified by the measure employed.
Indeed, even a totally flawless measure would not answer the question of
causality. It is always possible that regardless of how the researcher
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temporally orders his measures of counterarguing and attituda chqage, people
c.anstruct (muster) counterarguments to support whatever position Lhey hold
after they have been exposed to the persuasive materials. That is, ceur,!er-
arguing may be a rationalization process, 4 post-persuasion technique used
to justify whatever position one Einds oneself holding. In other words, it
may not be a mechanism for resisting influence. If observed differences in
counterarguing do Amine rather than cause differential attitude change,
the theoretical explanations that invoke couuterarving become worthless.

It is hard to guess how likely it is that people do develop or muster
counterarguments as a response to changes in their own attitudes. We suspect,
however, that in ordinary life people do not typically generate arguments
in rasyme. to their own prior attitude change. On the other hand, when
pftnple serve as subjects in an attitude change study, we suspect that this
may occur quite frequently. In other words, with highly reactive measures
of attitude and/or counterarguing, a sensitivity to the causal sequence of
the two processes becomes especially important. When people are asked their
opinion, they often feel that they should have reasons for it. In other wr-xls,

the act of scrutinizing a person's attitude may particularly predispose bim
to produce counterarguments against the speaker (and in support of his own
position). Moreover, even when attitude assessment is absent, those who Isere
in an experimental treatment that led them to resist influence may interpret
the experimenter's request to produce counterarguments as a demand to justify
retaining their original position.2 Thus, with a reactive measure of counter-
arguing, one would expect counterargument production to parallel the degree to
which sutdects resist influence. In Short, the possibility of an interaction
between the reactive aspects of this measure and the experimental treatments
make it iepossible to ascertain the causal direction between attitude change
and counterarguing. This question of causality has clear implications for the
coostruct validity of the counterargument measure. The construct of interest
on such a measure is the degree to which sdhjects generate thoughts which
Allow them to resist gloggijas. To the extent that such a measure assesses
thosghts which result frost persuasion, the measure is an invalid or.. Ha* can
we resolve this question of causality, or at lsast the measurement prOblems
it poses? The sections to follme address these issues.

Antigkrata, cospiterartuasote. Brock's (1967) response to this problem
idea to measure counterarguing just prior to the persuasive attempt (but after
his subjects had been forewarnnd of the direction and nature of the communica-
tion). On casual appraisal this procedure does seem to eliminate the
possibility that auy observed differences in counterarguing between his
cooditions reflect the consequence of prior differential attitude change.
Indeed, using this technique Brock did obtain significant differences in
counterarguing between his conditions. The solution becomes more Obemeral
than first suspected, however, when one considers the possibility of
anticipatory attitude change. When, as Bauer (1965) suggesta, subjects plgy
the social-psychological game, the minimal information given by the forewarning
mgy, by itself, produce differential attitude change. If so, even a measure
of counterargaing inserted temporally prior to the presentation of persuasive
materials, mgy nevertheless reflect the cousequeoce rather than the cause of
attitude change. In this instance, differential counterarguing could be a
response to or product of the differential anticipator,' attitude change
produced by the presence or absence of a fem minimal cues about the speaker
and/or the position advocated in the communication.
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We clearly need to know more about the conditions that produce anticipa-
tory attitude change. Several studies show relatively small amounts (Deaux,
1968; McGuire & Millman, 1965; Papageorgis, 1967), whereas others seem to
show somewhat substantial effects (Wicklund, Cooper, & Linder, 1967; Linder,
Cooper, & Wicklund, 1968; Janis &Gilmore, 1965). If, under circumstances
that typically do not produce anticipatory attitude change, one nevertheless
obtained differences in anticipatory counterarguing as a function of same
theoretically meaniagful variable, one could retain sone confidence in the
conclusion that the difference did not simply reflect differences in anticipa-
tory attitude change. Unfortunately, our limited knowledge about anticipatory
attitude change makes it difficult to specify for any particular instance
whether anticipatory attitude change is unlikely. Given this state of affairs,
measurimg anticipatory counterergumentation in and of itself does not seem
to solve the problem adequately.

This line of reasoning, however, does suggest a procedure that might
offer a potential aoluticc. If one could demonstrate that treatments differ-
entially affected anticipatory counterargument production but had no effect
on anticipatory attitudinal position, one could be confident that tbe obtained
counterargument differences were not due to differential attitude change.
Moreover, if one then erposed subjects to a communication and found that the
message had least impact in those conditions which facilitated anticipatory
counterargment production, it would both increase one's confidence in the
measure aud establish a causal relationahip between counterarguing and ability
to resist persuasion.3

Coestruct validity. Typically, the use of a reactive measure does not
totally invalidate the resulting experimental data; it simply limits its
generality to settings in which sa05jects are aware that they are being measured.
The problem in the present instance is that reactive measures of counterarguing
may create specific demand tharacteristics that have differential effects on
counterargument production across treatments. The nature of this experimental
demand raises the possibility that measured counterargumentation may be a
function rather than a cause of attitude change. Thus one obstacle in develop-
ing a theoretically useful measure of counterarguing is ambiguity about the
direction of causality between measured counterargumant and attitude change.

Inferring a causal relationship between a measured attribute or process
and some other criterion event does not ordinarily present a great problem
since it is clear which of the two occurred first. When a temporal sequence
is ambiguous, however, the process of inference becomes more complex:. For
esample, consider a situation where a powerful source delivers an anti-smoking
message and finds that the more a &Object changes his attitude as reflected
on a paper and pencil instrument, the =re be sobsequently cuts down on smoking.
Here one would be confident that attitu t=1. change led to the criterion behavior
only if there ves good reason to assume that the decision to reduce smoking
followed the attitude Change. Since it is difficult to sdbetantiate this
assumption, it raises the possibility that the drop in =eking was net due to
attitude change but imstead to the subject's decision to comply with the
request of a powerful communicator Epee Kalman (1958) for distincttou bitumen
compliance and internalised attitude chang0. If this were the case, attitude
change comld be easily interpreted as a reset rather than a cause of the
decision to cut down seeking (as in Zimbardo et al., 1965; Smith, 1961).
As in this example, it is difficult in the situation under discussion to
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ascertain at what temporal point change occurs in either the so-called inter-
vening process (counterarguing) or the so-called criterion behavior (attitede
change). ks previously argued, given this state of affairs, one cannot
generally gain adequate information about causal direction simply by measuring
carefully both responses under a given treatment. We would argue, however,
that it is not the ambiguity about temporal sequence peer se that renders such
data inadequate; the difficulty in establishing causality is a joint function
of this temporal ambiguity and the equal plausibility of both causal hypothe-
ses. Specifically, if it seemed logically impossible for variable X to cause
Y and intuitively likely that.; Y caused X and we observed X and Y covarying
when all else was held constant, one would feel fairly confident that T indeed
caused X even if the temporal sequence of events Y and X were unknown or
difficult to specify. In short, if one could specify a set of coaditions in
which it seemed implausible that attitude change could cause counterarguing,
one could make inferences about causal relationship despite the difficulty in
specifying temporal sequence. In point of facr, one can specify such condi-
tions. As mentioned above, it seems likely that people develop counterarguments
as a function of their attitudinal position only (e) when they are required
by the experimenter to counterargue or defend their own position or (b) then
their attitudinal position is scrutinized. In other words, we assume that
the instances in which counterarguments stem from attitudival position are
typically those in WhiCh the subject is highly aware of assessment. Bad he
retained his attitude in the face of a persuasive appeal and uo one queried
him about it, we doubt that he would feel much pressure to construct counter-
arguments against the persuasive message. Thus, one could gain insight into
the causal relationship between attitude change and counterarguing by using an
unobtrusive measure of attitude and a measure of counterarguing that reflects
only the spontaneous cognitive activity that precedes the measurement attempt.4

Unfortunately, as already indicated, even those countsrargument measures
that utilize extremely brief response periods (Baron & Miller, 1969) do not
generally guarantee the validity (i.e., spontaneity) of the responses in most
settings. There is, however, one particular situation in which such a neasure
would be useful. As indicated earlier, the difficulty of ascertaining the
validity of a counterargonent produced on a measure having a short response
period stems from the possibility that subjects might simply list readily
available counterarguments despite the fact that they did not spontaneously
think of these arguments prior to the measurement procedure. Moreover, the
degree to which such nonspontaneous, readily available responses are produced
could well be an inverse function of attitude change. One could eliminate
this possibility simply lby using a message topic for which people typically
lack readily available coanterarguments. While restricting the validity of
counterargument measures to such situations rules out the great majority of
communication topics, it still leaves available a series of topics that are
of great theoretical interest in terms of the relation of counterarguing to
attitude change--attacks.on cultural truisms. McGuire (cf. 1964) specifically
chose such topics for his inoculation research because hc, assumed that people
lacked practice in defending those beliefs that rarely befall attack and which
thwy ordinarily regard as unassailable. In short, if one assumes that subjects
ordinarily have few readily available counterarguments with whiCh to rtbut an
attack against, say, taking a yearly TB or cancer X-ray, then any responses
produced with a short latency are likely to reflect thought processes that
occurred spontaaeous/y prior to the measurement attempt. If one further
assumes (as we do above) that it is rather implausible that such spontaneous
counterarguments are caused by the degree of attitude change, one has some
basis for inferring a causal relationship.
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In short, topics concerning cultural truisms hold promise for researdh
that utilizes dependent measures of counterarguing. As McGuire's research
implies, subjects should be capable of generating counterarguments on suih
topics if given sufficient time, pvactice, and motivation to do so, but
otherwise they should be unlikely to have readily available counterarguments,
therefore, minimizing a major threat to the validity of open-ended counter-
argument measures.

Of course one's confidence in attributing causality to the counterargumsnt
process is heightened to the extent that the experimental treatments seem
logically related to counterargument production and no ether intervening
process. Insofar as MeGuires work is concerned, however, this is not clearly
the case (see above discussion of Tannenbaum). Moreover, it must be recognized
that even dealing with such a reistricted situation as this, the validity of
one's inferences are based upon assumptions that while seemingly plausible
may well be invalid: (I) subjects may indeed spontaneously ge =ate counter-
arguments after they make an attitudinal decision regardless of whether their
attitude is assessed and (19 it is possible that peaple can readily produce
arguments in defense of cultural truisms.

The discussion above suggests why we refrained from advocating the most
obvious means of assessing causality, i.e., independently manipulating
variables that have differential effects upon measured counterarguments and
observing attitude change as a dependent variable. The discussion below,
however, gives more explicit reasons for our reluctance.

For this particular type of problem, the experimental approach (random
assignment to indupendent treatments) generally has much to recommend it.
One does not worry overly about the reactivity of the measure or the temporal
sequence of the measured and criterion processs. One simply identifies a set
of treatments that have differential effects on the measured variable and than
observes what effect those treatments have on the criterion behavior. If it
can be demonstrated that the sole effect of the treatment is its effect on the
measured intervening variable, and if the treatment has the predicted effect
on the criterion response, one has confidence that changes in the criterion
are a funceon of changes in the intervening process. Moreover, suet. an
outcome increases one's confidence in the validity of the measure used to
assess the intervening response.

The problem with using such a strategy for assessing the role of counter-
arguing (and determining the validity of counterargument measures) is that
treatments that affect measured counterarguments aze quite likely to have
other effects that could also cause any observed attitude change. This
possibility explains why typical means of construct validation (Cronbach &
Mkehl, 1955) have not been stressed as a panacea. An exempl; will make this
clear. A straightforward means of investigating the construct validity of
any measure not having a specific criterion is to see if treatments thought

.

to affect the construct do indeed bave predicted effects on the measure. If
indeed this outcome is obtained, it Ahoutd raise one's confidence in the
validity of the measure. Moreover, one'z confidence in the validity of the
measure should be increased even further if it sere also found to be related
in a predicted manner to ether elements of the "momological net." Bow suppose
one administered a treatment (such as distraction) whidh supposedly affected
counterarguing and found that the predicted decrease indeed occurred among
distracted subjects. In addition, suppose that distraction not only decreased

10
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counterarguing, but it also increased attitude change, This outcome should
give us a good deal of confidence in both our theory and our measure, but in
actuality the reactivity of our measure and the possibility that distraction
has effects beyond these of just decreasing counterarguing (such as creating
conditions of high effort, novelty, poeitive affect, high ambiguity, subject
suspicion, etc.) detracts seriously from that confidence. For instance, to
the extent that the distraction increases the effort required to hear the
message, the dissonance theory interpretation of the role of effort could
account for the observed attitude change. And this differential attitude
change in turn could elicit the appropriate amount of counterargument on a
reactive measure of counterarguing.

Other Measuremept Possibilities

/n the preceding sections we have discussed prior attempts to measure
silent counterarguing. /n the section below we will present some procedures
which though not as yet tried, may have some potential value for establishing
construct validity for counterarguing.

Inserting time intervals during the presentation of persuasive naterials.
One procedure for studying whether silent counterargning can indeed aid in
resisting persuasion is to explicitly allow subjects (in the experimental
condition) time during which they can muster whatever cognitive resources they
can to resist the persuasive impact of the speaker. Hare one might explicitly
insert 15- or 20-second intervals of silence after each major idea in the
communicator's presentation. Presumably this would allow but not necessarily
enccurage the respondent to think about the content of the persuasive communi-
cation and decide whether it is fallacious and if so, why. With this added
time for thought, the respondent could presumably think of arguments against
the speaker's position without being distracted by the speaker's simultaneous
presentation of same new point. Of conrse the proper control group for such a
treatment is a critical conaderatiou. Probably the uost reasonable control
is to insert the same time intervals between the various aspects of the
speaker's presentation but require subjects to engage in some other cognitive
task during the 15- and 20-second breaks. Theirrelevant task should engage
higher mental functioning so that in this control condition subjects can't
easily counterargue.5

This time interval solution is interesting for several reasons. First,
it would facilitate counterargument product7on without reactively reqmiring or
specifically requesting it. Secondly, it would still permit the use of a
counterargument measure that utilized a limited time interval. Admittedly,
however, it seems more appropriate to view this procedure as more of an
experimental technique for assessing the role of distraction upon counter-
argument than as a measurement technique.

The distraction hypothesis (Fastinger &Maecoby, 1964) proposes that the
presence of some irrelevant source of stimulation during the presentation of
persuasive materials increases their persuasiveness by interfering with subjects'
ability to effectively counterargue against the persuasive content. In other
words, the simultaneous, irrelevant, or ancillary stimulation captures attention
and thereby preoccupies to sone extent one's mental apparatus if distraction
conditions were crossed with the experimental and control groups mentioned

11
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above such that half the subjects in each cell wetched a silent movie (e.g.,
kai of 1122, Painter) duving the periods in which the persuasive communication
was presented--bmt not daring the periods in Which either silent or inter-
polated activiey time intervals were inserted--we should expect the theoretical
predictions stemming from the dietraction hypothesis to occur only under the
control conditions, That is, only under the condition where the time interval
inserted between the speaker's points was filled with irrelevant activity
Should the distraction hypothesis be confirmed.

Recognition vs, recall measures, Another possibility is to explicitly
prepare subjects with coenterarguments to aid in their resistance of a persua-
sive appeal, This sounds on the face of itosimilar to EcGuire's procedures
in his studies on inoculation. However, unlike NOGuire's procedures, the
intent here would be to 1130 a more sensitive measure of counterarguing for
retrospectively picking up differences in counterarguing that occurred at the
critical point in time. Like our earlier suggeetion abcut restricting the
time available for the recall of counterarguments, in the present instance a
time limit would again be imposed, however, the measure of counterarguing
would be a recognition test. To spell oat a procedure more ful/y, the subject
would first study a substantial set of counterarguments against various
propositions. Only some of these propositions would be presented in the
crucial communication. Later, after exposure to the communication, the subjects
would be given a list of ceunterarguments. It would contain tome of those they
studied, some novel ones, etc. But only some of the ones previonsly studied
would be relevant to the critical communication. The sabject would be asked
to check off within the time limit imposed those counterarguments that occurred
to him during the presentation of the communication. Later, after the time
limit elapsed, a subject could be further asked to identify those segments of
the communication to which his counterarguments applied. In other words, could
he recall the content of the communication for which he thought his checked
counterarguments did dispute the communicator's position?

This oeasuring technique has the advantage of greater sensitivity in that
recognition measures are typically more sensitive than recall measures. Once
again, within this basic measurement technique one could examine whether
theoretical variables thought to influence coanterargaing do in tact do so
(as detected by this measure). In other words, we can look at whether a
distraction manipulation interferes with ability to counterargue as measured
by relevant counterarguments checked. Unfortunately, this measure is certainly
not free from reactivity, although the imposed time limit Should mitigate
against the reactivity to some degree. Such a measure, however, would prove
useful as a quasi criterion measure in testing the validity of more open-ended
measures.,

SenratinolaggeXivational_comoonent slcousterareetne. The technique
suggested above also provides a handle for separating out two aspects of counter-
arguing that are typically lumped together--the motivatioral and the purely
cognitive, The purely cognitive activity consists of bringing to one's own
attention, reasons for ignoring or resisting the speaker's position. The
motivational aspect of ceunterarguing is the inclination to want to resist the
communicator--the inclination to want to have reasons to discard or ignore the
speaker's points, Presumably, if a given experimental treatment primarily
affects one's motivation to counterargue rather than one's ability to actually
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counterargue, this could b# detected from our recognition measure. In a
treatnent that primarily torfdes °"ill'etional effect, the person would
presumably check many couo!:rargumeotli as those that he used even if in fact
they were not relevant to 1 ;44 el:maker,* Presentation. In other words, we take
an activating or arousing n!" nftootaN_!_tion. If the effect of the treatment
is primarily motivational, 72.! effect suonld show up in the counterarguiui

"°measure as a report by the ject ex the use of mawy counterarguments. The
emphasis from the subjece# 1:ntOt of /in* would be on the number rather than
on the matching of purely 04"ant Onutararguments to the speaker's presenta-
tion. Peihaps too the metilettunal cesPoUent can be assessed by including in
the check list phrases that 1"4karil1 rePresent derogation or defamation of
the communicator and message rather than rational objections to his position.

Evaluative 21. rati rkftl,Icti..--ge vsgsrAtv, appeals,. Elsewhere
(Miller, 1968) we have arg02.d ,. that the emOhasis on man's rationality has
perhaps been overdone in erratical treatments of attitude change. Often
people seem adept at resist74a tnfleseen in spits of the fact that they lack
concrete reasons for oppesill& the information and persuasive material to which
they are exposed. For tag ftseon, Int8ht be important to try to MOWS the
extent to which people smelpY,?ktrigLeveluative rejection vs reasoned
rejection of persuasioe aatlf.Lale. u"%tachnique might be to supply subjects
with an instrument for facf:Z!ating ',!.rreport of their own cognitive activity
during the presentation of 1'. tommuoLcation. This self-monitoring would of
course require some special PreparatOn such as prior practice using the self-
monitoring device as well eten4s iostructional priming so as to insure
accurate self-report. Towor this aim subjects might be given a board
containing two buttons Isimvr **reject cantright" and "reject with a reason."
They would be instructed to 'ase either or both buttons ad lib while listening
to the course of the comouofcatioe. Tin undercut the typical bias toward
presenting oneself as ratio#V., subjects uight in advance be given directions
that provide social support 1ft the ese °E the reject button. They might be
told that as a matter of fe0!,aeme moseagae are so poor that it is quite
common for people to freque0", reject them without necessarily having any
explicit reason that they cOn %eic efL_Purthermore they might be instructed
that afterward, whenever tb?! Pressed "I' "reject with a reason" button, they
would be required to descriPw their geasft in wTiting. liven with this
reminder that they will be 0,21ired t° actually produce reasons in instances
in which they say they hissmnot, the 'lama criticism mentioned earlier in the
paper arises. The reasoos sot have been thought of at the critical
point in time but instead t04766 thought °f at the time of measurement.
Nevertheless such a procedull Iwn%ld Provide at least a rough Index of the
relative frequency with uhlreP subjects actiselly rely on rational forms of
belief defense.

Using this kind of meaenre, ttr PO'haPs a related one which employs three
buttons rather than two, &meting subJnets to indicate acceptance of the
speaker's point as well aS r!!!°%ad ad

nureasoned rejection, we would want
to examine, as in the measufZE examPA-ea above, the effects of variables
theoretically presumed to aft the 4ftntftarguing process. Again this
technique allows for separat*. aseeesoent 0* motivation to counterargue from
actual rational cognitive ecItty.

13
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Subvocal measures. Both Brock (1967) and Festinger and Maccoby (1964)
have hypothesized that counterarguing involves covert-subvocal responding.
This hypothesis seams quite plausible in light of the research dealing with
covert (subvocal) oral behavior. WGulgan (1970) concludes, after an extensive
review of this literature, that covert oral behavior (measured by etlectromycro-
gram readings from the tongue and the lips) tends to increase during the silent
performance of a wide variety of language tasks (e.g., silent arithmetic,
imaginary speech, silent reading, memorization, etc.). This increased oral
behavior is accompanied by increased respiration rate and EKG activity in the
preferred writing arm. While there is nothing in this literature that
establiihes that heightened covert oral behavior accompanies countsrargumenta-
tion, these findings clearly suggest some exciting possibilities for establish-
ing temporal location of the countrargument process. The problem of course
is determining when (and if) covert oral behavior signals counterargumentation
as opposed to soma other language-related process (e.g., silently repeating
the message). However, using subvocal neasures in conjunctioo with the open-.
ended measures discussed at length above might well circumvent this prOblem
and, therefore, would seem to be a logical next step in counterargumentation
research.

Conclusion

The foregoing discur.sion outlines a number of complex problems in both
measuring countorarguing and establishing its causal role in the persuasion
process. Given these limitations we recognize (mad in fact emphasize) that
data from measures cannot at this point clearly establish the validity of
theoretical positions that emphasize counterarguing as an intervening concept.
But on the other hand, when responses on the neasure correspond to various
other elements in the nomological net in a predicted fashion, we certainly
will have more confidence in oar theory and our measure than if the predicted
relationship fails to occur. Furthermore, the utility of counterarguuent
measures inheres not soma in settings where the predicted outcome is
obtained but iu the opposite. For example, consider a situation in which,
counter to theory, a distraction manipulation decreases attitude change and
increases measured counterarguing & Baron, 1969). While one cannot
be certain that the heightened counterarguIng caused the reduction in
persuasive impact, the fact that a given treatment had a nonpredicted effect
on two elements of the nomological net gives us a good deal of confidence that
there is something inadeqoate in the theory responsible for the prediction.

It should aaso be noted that while certain assumptioes are necessary to
interpret responses to a counterargument measure as a valid indicator of the
construct of interest, our own criticisms are based in large part on the
equally questionable assumptions that counterargoing can be caused by attitude
change and that subjects have counterarguments readily available even when
they do not spontaneously counterargue.

In short, although measuring counterargutmgpmesents complex problems
that resist solution, we don't advocate abandoning Zha problem. Instead, we
hope that attitude change theorists note the fallibility of such measures
and remain cautious when using data from them to substantiate a theoretical
position. In addition, we feel that alternative measurement procedures warrant
exploration. This seams particularly true im terms of the long-term interest
of social psydhologists in relating thoughts to attitudes. Though researchers
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have used different labels for the thought processes that concerned them,
e.g., "defensive reactions" (Janis & Torwilliger, 1962), "be/ief bolstering"
(McGnire, 1964), "counterargoing" (Festinger & Maccoby, 1964), "source
derogation" (Aronson, TUrner, &Carlsmith, 1964), "communicator defamation"

& Levy, 1967), "communication derogation" (Balmer & Insko, 1966),
"cognitive responses" (Greenwald, 1968), the research area poses a common
set of methodological prdblems. WI hope that our discussion clarified these
problems and encourages further work.
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FOOTHCCES

lit is likely that the optimum latency period for a counterargument
measure will be specific to the particular situation, audience, or message
utilized. For example, Baron and Miller (1969) found that a 45-secood response
period produced a measure that was sensitive enough to detect treatment
differences, while Osterhouse and Brock report that in their situation, a
1-minute respoose period sms too brief to produce such differences. Thus it
adieus likely that pilot data will be Indispensable in determining the optimal
length of the response period.

2Even if all subjects viewed thls request as a demand to justify their
pest-communication: position, only the comments of those who resisted the
message would qualSgy as counterargmments for the comments of persuaded
subjects would not oppose the position advocated by the nests:age. Thus,
connterargning would still be a function of persuaszon.

3
-Something similar to a Solomon 4-grcap design :night be advisable in

implementing suCh a procedure to insure that the results would net be due
to the repeated testiag of individual subjects.

4Spontaneous cognitive activity refers to that which was not elicited
by reactive aspects of ths experimental setting or the measurement procedures.
Implicit in the discussicn above is the assumption that spontaneous counter-
arguing will not generally be a consequence of attitude change.

5The experimental demand to resist persuasion mast also be equated across
conditions.
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